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New Beginnings  
An Essay by Bob Chism  

 
New beginnings are about redirection. We become what others expect us to 

become: complete our education and pursue a career, marriage and a family. Prior to 
the 21st century there was not much more to the life cycle of 47 years.  Now, thanks to 
medicine, greater education, better choices, technology and longevity, we have a bonus 
30 years of life. This can get you into your eighties. 

 
The longer I live the clearer it appears that the thing we think about most, we 

become. The only thing in this earthly life is to become closer to God and to fulfill His 
plan for us. Since 2005, I have been on a journey. Thorough the journey a mission and 
plan has evolved. My mission statement is to seek, share and serve second halfers. My 
plan includes six action steps: Differentiate their DNA, Encourage them to find God’s 
plan, Emphasize ministry to, with, and by them working alongside gifted pastors, Focus 
on intentional evangelism to them, Promote 50 plus life preparation, and Coordinate 
volunteer church philanthropy by them. 

 
To date with the help of God I’ve been enabled to host The Events of August, 

2010 at Village Church of Gurnee, Illinois, create the New Beginnings (www.gonew 
beginnings) website, write a few articles and author a book entitled Basic Ministry for 
the Second Half of Life. 

 
My reason for writing the book is for the 142 

Million second halfers: 60 Million who need equipping 
and 82 million won’t-go unchurched-able which should 
be evangelized. I’m pleased for the opportunity to 
write the book to share my white paper on second half 
ministry models, to expose hot second half of life 
topics and to provide tools for second halfers. 

 
The book is a modern day aging ministry and 

basic gerontology text for pastoral staff and a guide for 
laymen based on a real 30 year bonus life span. The 
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book has allowed me to share some of the valuable knowledge of my second half 
ministry heroes. It also has provided the opportunity to share a working library of 
resources to follow our Lord into eternity. 

 
The biggest obstacle for the Church today is ministry training based on a 47 year 

life span mentality. This has led to a youth focus (If we do not reach them before college 
we’ve lost them) and an adult “to” ministry (more of a food, fun, and grin fellowship 
model to pacify rather than make disciple). What all pastoral staffs need to do is make a 
commit to learning about the ageing process (body, mind and spirit). The process needs 
to start with prayer for the Holy Spirits’ help with time and resources for a threefold 
initiative: to obtain aging ministry, basic gerontology and second half of life reading 
certification. Examples of available modestly priced independent sponsored curriculum 
include: a Certificate in Aging Ministry ($450), a Certificate in Gerontology ($225) and 
Second Half Ministry Readings Certification (Free). New Beginnings has made this a 
priority and has committed to work with any congregation without charge to help with 
local second half ministry pastoral staff educational training.  

 
The dictionary defines “ism” as a distinctive cause (conviction, belief), doctrine 

(opinion, view point), or theory (rationale, hypothesis). Toward the middle of my book, 
Chism’s Isms in Plain English, summarizes the main “Must Do” ideas: 
 
Second Halfers  

Prepare for the second half  
Practice stewardship and service 

Volunteer and work alongside gifted pastors 
Be a second half unchurched evangelist 

Develop a benevolent and generous lifestyle 
Be an intergenerational personal service mentor 
Help themselves and others finish extremely well  

 
Church Leaders  

Commit to a self-study learning experience about the ageing process (body, 
mind and spirit) Examples of available independent online and Church 

sponsored curriculum include: Certification in Aging Ministry, a Certification 
in Gerontology and Second Half Ministry Reading programs. 

 
Establish gifted volunteers working alongside gifted pastors on second half 

ministry (“to” and “among”; and “by” and “with”) together 
 

Add second halfer service and expand small group relationship building opportunities 
with the unchurched to address issues that affect people in the second half of life: 

 
Addictive behavior 

Ageless evangelism 
Benevolent and generous lifestyle 

(Estate planning, Family budgeting and Legacy planning) 
Death and Dying 
Grandparenting 

Grief share 
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Intergenerational mentoring 
Military family support 

Positive longevity attitude 
Second half preparation 

Stewardship 
Wellness 

(Communication, Fall prevention, Mental, Nutritional 
Physical, Sexuality, Sleep, Social and Spiritual) 

 
Create new positions (volunteer, part-time, and non-pastor): 

 
Development ministry 

Estate and planned-gift design service 
Church foundation 

Second halfer ministry 
Volunteer management  

(recruitment, development, placement) 
Wellness ministry  

 
Establish a system (Encore Groups) to have meaningful contact with those leaving  

fulltime employment and six months thereafter. 
 
Take Away Points 

Commitment to Second Half Ministry Training 
Cultivation of a ‘We Serve’ Culture 

Early Second Half Preparation 
New Beginnings Nurturing 
Effective Disciple Making 

 
“Do all the good you can 
By all the means you can 
In all the ways you can 

In all the places you can 
At all times you can 

To all people you can 
For as long as you can.” 

—John Wesley 

   


